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SOUND MIND/MATTERS:     “he who wants to persuade should put his trust not in the right argument, but in the right word.

          the power of sound has always been greater than the power of sense.”  joseph conrad



metamorphosis . . .



APR 30, 2014 | curator: alba triana

concrete to abstract
examines how identifiable themes gradually transformed into 

non-discernible sonorities in western music



spot the similarities . . .



OCT 16, 2013 | curator: gustavo matamoros

egg(s)travinsky
exploring audible links between 

progressive rock and modern music in 

recordings by Egg and Stravinsky



  SOUND QUALITY:        is there anything in the world that doesn’t have a sound to go with it?



alternative use of tools . . .



APR 16, 2014 | curator: brook dorsch

improvements
a new spin on the sound implementation of older technological ideas



            timbre . . .



NOV 13, 2013 | curator: andrew yeomanson (dj le spam)

guitar tone
a survey of tone quality and the audible ingredients of iconic sound signatures



media formats | formatoes de media . . . 



MAR 12, 2014 | curator: john van der slice

variety in vinyl as a medium



 TIME:does sound become art at the moment of conception?



                  origins . . .



MAY 14, 2014 | curator: armando rodríguez

the birth of polyphony



early music . . .



DEC 11, 2013 | curator: armando rodríguez

music in ancient greece
(and judea)



duration . . .



FEB 12, 2014 | curator: josé hernádez sánchez

shorts
a selection of miniature pieces from some of the great

composers of the 20th and 21st centuries



current . . .



JAN 15, 2014 | curator: kerry ware

century overlap
audible trends in experimental music of the past 20 years



2013-14 | schedule

OCT 16, 2013 | gustavo matamoros
egg(s)travinsky

NOV 13, 2013 | andrew yeomenson
guitar tone

DEC 11, 2013 | armando rodríguez
in ancient greece

JAN 15, 2014 | kerry ware
century overlap 

FEB 12, 2014 | j. hernández sánchez
shorts

MAR 12, 2014 | john van der slice
vinyl as a medium

7PM

audiotheque
924 lincoln road
miami beach
786 206-7886

parking behind 
924 building or at 
17 street garage

look for listening club 
restaurant discounts

APR 16, 2014 | brook dorsch
improvements 

APR 30, 2014 | alba triana
concrete to abstract 

MAY 14, 2014 | armando rodríguez
birth of polyphony



2013-14 | curators

ALBA TRIANA
composer, intermedia artist. former professor, 

javeriana and pedagógica universities; advisor, 

ministry of culture, colombia 

ANDREW YEOMANSON (a.k.a. DJ LE SPAM)
composer. studio owner born in canada. devoted to 

the sound of tubes and analog circuitry. 

best known in miami as dj lespam

ARMANDO RODRIGUEZ
composer. former professor, guitar and music theory, 

national school of arts, cuba. miami based galician 

bagpiper of note

BROOK DORSCH
owner, emerson dorsch, miami’s wynwood arts district. 

follower of new music trends and collector of 

experimental music

GUSTAVO MATAMOROS
composer, sound artist. subtropics festival direector. 

critical listening professor, miami international 

university of art and design

JOHN VAN DER SLICE
composer. retired music theory/composition professor, 

university of miami. avid collector of 20th century 

contemporary music on vinyl

JOSE HERNANDEZ SANCHEZ
music maker. former professor and coordinator, music 

composition department, javeriana university, colombia. 

expert in aesthetics of music

KERRY WARE
visual artist, composer. art history professor, 

miami international university. collector of new and 

improvised music



  
  listening club is free to audiotheque members
  membership information:
           

  www.subtropics.org/membership-audiotheque



  SFCA [isaw+subtropics] — a 501c3 sound arts organization
  listening club | listening gallery | frozen music | living[room]music | isaw | subtropics.org | audiotheque  

  possible with support from
  KNIGHT FOUNDATION |  MIAMI BEACH |  MIAMI-DADE COUNTY |  CULTURE BUILDS FLORIDA |  ARTCENTER SOUTH FLORIDA |  SENNHEISER |  MEMBERS OF AUDIOTHEQUE
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